WDHT 04
13 / 18 pdr Limber and Ammunition Wagon
Royal Horse Artillery

History
Both the 13 and 18 pdr guns were introduced into service in 1904. With both guns came three types
of limbers.
Limber carriage
The ammunition box was built of steel plate with the front hinged plate and the sides of bullet proof
steel. The lid was hinged to the frame and opened downwards, it was padded on the inside with a felt
and leather cover. A metal cage underneath held stores including twelve canvas buckets. The limber
carried 24 rounds of ammunition.
Limber/Ammunition wagon.
Of similar construction to the carriage limber but the frame was wider to take a larger ammunition
box. It had a similar metal cage and carried 38 rounds of ammunition.
Ammunition wagon
The ammunition box was the same as the Ammunition limber and also carried 38 rounds. The brake
was actuated by a handle at the frame rear. This differed from the above in that it had no metal cage
underneath.
Before you begin
The kit is a multi-media kit and it is important that the builder understands the health hazards
associated with the media used.
Whitemetal. Casting marks and flash should be removed carefully with a knife blade, fine file or fine
grained sanding paper. Take care when using sharp blades and avoid ingestion of filings.
Resin parts. Excessive filing or cutting of resin should be avoided. Some distortion of parts may need
correcting by dipping in hot water and straightening. Care must be taken when using very hot water.
Melted resin will give off noxious fumes and can stick to your skin. Under no circumstances should
resin be exposed to naked flames. Resin particles produced by filing should be swept up and disposed
of immediately and it is important to avoid breathing in this residue.
Glue. We recommend that the parts are glued together using either a cyanoacrylate based fast-acting
adhesive (‘super glue’ or ACC) or a quick setting epoxy resin. Soldering is not recommended.
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Etched parts

The parts for the fret marked limber are for the limber and the limber / ammunition wagon. Only the
two basket parts are for the limber, the rest are for the limber / ammunition wagon.
The harnesses fret has hooks for the limber, the swingle trees are spare parts or can be used along
with the horse team (WD32).

Limber Carriage
Limber carriage.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Chassis
Ammunition box
Ammunition insert
Ammunition lid
Ammunition steel shield
Fuse indicator x2 (one for open and
one for closed versions)
7) Hook
8) Rifles x 2
9) Draft pole
10) Wheels
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First decide if you want to build the limber in open or closed mode.
1) If you want to use the etch swingle tree hook carefully file the front of the chassis and glue in
place. Turn the chassis (1) over and glue the two wire baskets in place. These are handed.
Making sure that the baskets are positioned on the correct side, fold the ends to 90 degrees.
Glue each in place starting at the folded end, attach these first and once dry the rest can be
attached by running a bead of glue along the ridges of the body.
2) Glue the draft pole (9) at 90 degrees to the front plate of the limber.
3) Take the ammunition box (2) and glue the ammunition insert (3) in place (for a closed version
glue the steel shield(5) this).Then glue the hook (7) and the fuse indicator (6).
4) Glue the ammunition box onto the chassis and then glue on the wheels (10),a slow setting gel
super glue is best for this.
5) For the open version glue on the lid (4) making sure the recess will fit the hook.. Finally glue
on the steel shield (5).
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Limber/Ammunition wagon

Limber/Ammunition wagon
1) Chassis
2) Ammunition box
3) Ammunition centre lid
4) Ammunition insert
5) Ammunition lid x2
6) Ammunition steel shield
7) Hook
8) Rifles x2
9) Draft pole
10) Wheels
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Follow part 1 and 2 of the build of the Carriage limber.
1) For the open version you can use the etch or the whitemetal parts. If you are using the etch
parts then cut out a piece of plasticard to fill the recess in the ammunition box(2) Then glue
etch parts for the lid,E3,E4 and E5.
2) For the open version glue the insert (4) in the rear of the Ammunition box. Then glue on the
hook (7)
3) Glue onto the chassis and then glue on the wheels (10)
4) Now glue on the two lids (5) and finally the steel shields (6).
5) (note,with part 6 file off the inside handle detail)
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Ammunition Limber

Ammunition limber
1) Chassis
2) Ammunition box
3) Ammunition insert
4) Ammunition lid
5) Ammunition steel shield
6) Fuse indicator x2
7) Brake assembly
8) Draft pole
9) Wheels
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Decide which version you want to build.
1) For the closed version use etch part E9. Again fill the recess of the ammunition box with a piece of
plasticard glue on the lid making sure the hinge detail is at the bottom.
For the open version glue the insert (3) into the recess.
2) Glue on the draught pole (8) making sure it is at right angles to the front of the limber.
3) Glue the ammunition box (2) onto the chassis and then glue on the wheels (10).
4) Take the brake assembly (7) and carefully fit in place, the brake shaft may require some bending.
When you are happy, glue the hand wheel E8 at the end of the lever.
5) Turn the limber over, for the open version glue on the lid (4) and then the steel shield (5) and
finally the fuse indicator (6)

Painting
Ensure that all surfaces are grease and dust free by cleaning in warm soapy water if required. Allow
to dry and then spray with a suitable aerosol primer such as Halfords plastic primer. The following
scheme is suggested :
Overall : W^D green
Wheel rims and metal fittings: gunmetal
Rifles : wood with gunmetal fittings

Extras
The following may be purchased from W^D Models to complement this kit
WDA01 18pdr gun
WD26 18pdr gun crew
WD32 RHA 6 horse gun team
WD40 : limber crew
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